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1 
The method of ultraproducts has played a major role in the development 
of modern set theory. Not only has it produced striking and fundamental 
results-it is of such generality as to have been behind such diverse results 
as Scott’s [4] theorem on the inconsistency of the existence of a measurable 
cardinal with the axiom of constructibility, and Silver’s [5] solution of the 
singular cardinal problem for uncountable cofinalities. 
It was Scott’s theorem which introduced ultraproducts to set theory. The 
key feature in this original application was that ultraproducts of well-founded 
structures over countably additive measures are well-founded. This powerful 
fact was subsequently used by Gaifman to show that the existence of a 
measurable cardinal implied the existence of a nonconstructible set of integers, 
and Solovay [6] eventually pushed this to the existence of a nonconstructible 
da1 set of integers.l 
The more recent work in set theory involving ultraproducts, principally 
that of Kunen [3] and Paris, does not depend as heavily upon measurable 
cardinals. Of course one often finds himself confronted with a nonwell-founded 
ultraproduct, but depending upon how badly nonwell-founded it is, he may 
or may not have a problem. 
Let us be somewhat more specific on what we mean by an ultraproduct’s 
being not too badly nonwell-founded: suppose that M is a countable standard 
transitive model for ZFC2 that K is a cardinal of M, and that U is a collection 
of subsets of K which lie in M (i.e., UC M n 2”). Then Kunen [3] defines 
U to be an M-ultrafilter if (1) (M, E, U) + “U is a K-additive nonprinciple 
Uhafilter On K”; and (2) for any collection P C M n 2K, P E M, if M + P = K 
then P n U E M. The property of M-ultrafilters re well-foundedness is now 
simply this: if U is an M-ultratilter then the ultraproduct MN/U is well-founded 
1 Solovays original proof of this, unlike his proof in [6], used ultraproducts. 
2 In this paper we will only be considering countable models M. 
3 In forming MK/U we allow equivalence classes only of those functions from K into M 
which are members of M. 
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up to K, that is, there exists an order-isomorphism between K and an initial 
segment of the ordinals of MK/U. 
Now it turns out that ultraproducts over M-ultrafilters are of interest, and 
so the natural question arises “is the existence of an M-ultrafilter on K any 
weaker than K’S being a measurable cardinal ?” The answer, a yes, is given 
by the following result: 
THEOREM 1 (Kunen [3]). 2% ere exists an M-ultrajilter on K 18 M + “K is 
weakly compact (and strongly inaccessible).” 
This theorem very neatly classifies the strength of M-ultrafilters, but 
unfortunately ultraproducts over M-ultrafilters are not nearly as useful as 
ultraproducts over so called normal M-ultrafilters. (An M-ultrafilter U on K 
is normal if given any functionfin M from K into K satisfying {a 1 f(a) < a} E U, 
there is an CL,, < K such that {a /f(a) = aa> E V.) The virtue of normal M- 
ultrafilters is that ultraproducts over them are significantly more well-founded 
than those over simple M-ultrafilters. Indeed, here K itself becomes part of 
the well-founded initial segment of MKIU: if U is a normal M-ultrafilter on K 
then there exists an order-isomorphism between K + 1 and an initial segment 
of the ordinals of W/U. 
Because of the importance of normal M-ultrafilters it would be nice to have 
a theorem which characterizes them as nicely as Kunen’s theorem charac- 
terizes M-ultrafilters. Such a characterization constitutes the heart of this paper. 
Before we proceed let us first recall some notation and several definitions. 
Assume that K is a regular cardinal. A subset x of K is said to be (1) unbounded 
if u x = K, (2) cZosed if for any bounded subset y of X, U y E X, and (3) stationary 
if x intersects every closed unbounded subset of K. If y is a subset of K and n 
is a positive integer, [y]” denotes the collection of n-element subsets of y. 
Now given a partition F: [K]” -+ m where n and m are positive integers, a 
subset y of K is said to be homogeneous if the range of F on [y]” has cardinality 1. 
K -+ (K)” denotes the assertion “every partition F: [K]” -+ 2 has an unbounded 
homogeneous set” and any K > w satisfying K -+ (K)” is called weakly compact 
(and strongly inaccessible). K + (st)2 denotes the assertion “every partition 
F: [K]” + 2 has a stationary homogeneous set” and any K > w satisfying 
K + (st)2 is called ineffable. 
Now just as “M k K - (K) 2” characterized the existence of an M-ultrafilter 
on K, we would like for M k K + (st)2 to characterize the existence of a normal 
M-ultrafilter on K. Unfortunately it does not. The problem arises simply 
because, unlike K -+ (K)” which implies that any partition of the pairs from 
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any unbounded subset of K into two pieces has an unbounded homogeneous 
set, K -+ (St):! does not imply that any partition of the pairs from any stationary 
set into two pieces has a stationary homogeneous set. 
We get around this problem by defining a cardinal to be completely ineffable 
if there exists a collection Q of stationary subsets of K with the following 
property: given any A in Q and any partition F: [A]? - 2 there exists a B 
in Q homogeneous for F. Our main result can now be stated as follows: 
In this paper we shall prove the above characterization of normal M-ultra- 
filters. In addition we will establish a number of basic properties of completely 
ineffable cardinals including 
1. if y satisfies y - (0~)‘~ then there exists a completely ineffable cardinal 
less than y; and 
2. any completely ineffable cardinal is nn l-indescribable for every ?z yet 
the least completely ineffable cardinal is A,*-describable. 
3 
Let us begin with a formal definition: if K is an uncountable cardinal and Q 
is a subset of P, then for any n < w Q is said to be n-homogenized if for any A 
in Q and partition F of [AIn into 2 pieces there exists a B in Q homogeneous 
for F. Then as we defined earlier, K is completely ineffable if there exists a 
2-homogenized collection of stationary subsets of K. (It will be a corollary 
of our proof that any 2-homogenized collection of stationary subsets of K is 
in fact n-homogenized for every n < w.) 
For the duration of this section K will always denote an uncountable cardinal. 
Proof of Theorem 2. If f  is any map from K into 2” then we define another 
map g from K into 2” to be a “$ip” off (written g -f) iff for any c1 < K, f(m) 
equals either g(a) or K - g(a). If f  is a given map of K into 2K, we denote by D, 
the diagonal intersection off, that is, D, =rlf {a < K I N E nNCn f  @)I. 
Lmmu 1. If  g is a 2-homogenized collection of stationary subsets of K then 
given any f  mapping K into 2K and an-v A in Q there exists a frip g off and a C 
in Q such that C _C A f~ D, . 
Proof ofLemma 1. We first note that Q must be 2-homogenized for partitions 
into 3 pieces as well as for partitions into 2. For if x E Q and G: [XX]” + 3, 
let G*: [xl2 ---f 2 by G*(x) = 0 if G(x) E (0, l> and G*(x) = 1 if G(x) = 2. 
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Then if y E Q is homogeneous for G* we consider two cases. If G*[y]s = (1) 
then G”[y]* = (2) and so y is homogeneous for G. Otherwise G* r [y]a is a 
partition of [y-j2 into two pieces and so as Q is 2-homogenized G* r [y]” has a 
homogeneous set in Q, a set which must now be homogeneous for G. 
At any rate, using this fact we proceed with our lemma as follows: Suppose 
f: K + 2” and 4 E Q are given. For any a: < K let fa denote the map from K 
into (0, l} satisfying fJ/3) = 1 iff 01 of and given any two different maps 
p and q from an ordinal 17 into (0, 1} let us say p < q if, where E is the least 
ordinal at which p and q differ, p(f) < q(t). Then we can define a partition F 
of [Al2 into three pieces as follows: for any (01, p}< in [_412, 
Let C in Q be homogeneous for F. Now if F"[C12 = (0) we are done for we 
could then well define a flip g off by “g(p) = f@) iff for every y in C greater 
than ,8 f,(p) = I .” It is then easy to see that for any p E C, if OL < p, then 
p E fs(a) = g(a). Thus C c A n D, . We need thus only establish the following 
CLAIM. F"[C12 = {O}. 
Proof. Suppose not. We derive a contradiction: suppose OL is in C. ,tI < 01 
is stdh? for a if for SOme 718 < K, h in I? - T jB implieS fA p fl = fa p /?. Since 
K is regular the set of ordinals stable for IY is closed and hence there is a largest 
one. Call it k(a). If we could find an (z in C such that 01 = K(cx) we would clearly 
have our contradiction. Now consider the function k from C into K. It is easy 
to see that k has limit K as 01 approaches K, i.e., that for all fi < K there exists a 
to < K such that k”(~ - &‘a) c K - p. For suppose not, fl being the least ordinal 7, 
such that for unboundedly many 01 less than K, k(a) < 7. Now by the definition 
of k, for every (y. in C there exists a yU < K such that S in C - yLy implies 
k(6) 3 k(a). Thus by the regularity of K, there is an ordinal 7D < K such that 6 
in C - 7s implies k(6) = ,3. But by the definition of the partition F and by 
the homogenity of C, if p < X are in C - 7a and f&3) #f&9) then we must 
have k(h) > /3 + 1. This contradiction then, tells us that k(or) has limit K as 01 
approaches K. 
So if we now let P denote {p < K / for 7 E C if 7 > /3 then k(7) 3 p> it is 
easy to see that P is closed and unbounded (P is clearly closed. To see it un- 
bounded, suppose that Y < K is given. Let 01s be such that k”(C - 01s) c K - Y  
and, inductively, let aitl be such that k”(C - ai+l) C K - 0~~. Then if OL is 
Ui<w % > it is immediate that OL E P and 01 > V. As v was arbitrary, P must be 
unbounded.) At any rate, as P is closed and unbounded, P n C # ia and so 
suppose 01 E P n C. Then clearly k(a) = ol and this is precisely what we needed 
to complete the proof of Lemma 1. q 
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From this lemma it quickly follows that if M is a countable standard tran- 
sitive model of ZFC satisfying “K is completely ineffable” then there exists 
a normal M-ultrafilter on K. For suppose Q is a 2-homogenized collection 
of stationary subsets of K. Consider forcing where the elements of Q are the 
forcing conditions and the partial ordering is given by A < B if& A 3 B. 
Let G be an M-generic filter on this partial ordering. 
CLAIM. G is a normal M-ultrafilter on K. 
Proof. It is routine to see that in order to show G a normal M-ultrafilter 
on K we need only check that for every function f mapping K into 2K there is a 
flip g off whose diagonal intersection, D, , is a member of G. So suppose 
f: K + 2K and let X = {A E Q 1 for some flip g of f, A C D,}. Clearly X is 
open (i.e. if A E X and B 3 A then BE X) but by Lemma 1 X is dense. 
Indeed, if A E Q is given let (by Lemma 1) g be a flip off and C a member 
of Q such that C _C A n D, . Then C is a member of X extending A. 
At any rate, as X is dense open it intersects G and so there exists a flip g 
off such that D, E G. This completes the proof of the claim. q 
To complete the proof of our theorem we must go the other way, that is 
show that if there exists a normal M-ultrafilter on K then A4 j= “K is com- 
pletely ineffable.” 
Our candidate for the 2-homogenized collection of stationary subsets of K 
can be found independently of any worries about normal M-ultrafilters: 
Suppose that K is a given uncountable cardinal. we define sets A, for 
a: < (2~)+, inductively, as follows: 
A, =df {B c K 1 B is stationary), 
A a+l =df (B E A, / for all F: [B12 -+ 2 
there exists C E A, such that F”[Clz = l}, 
-4, =df n A, . 
B<A 
LEMMA 2. If nonempty, QK is a 2-homogenized collection of stationary subset 
of K and is the maximal such. 
Proof of Lemma 2. Clearly QK contains only stationary subsets of K. Now 
suppose F: [B]2 -+ 2, B E QZK . Then as B E A,+1 for each 01, each A, contains 
a subset of B homogeneous for F. Since there are at most 2*-many such homo- 
geneous sets and since there are m-many A,‘s, some one of these homo- 
geneous sets must be a member of cofinally many A,‘s ((2”))+ is regular). Since, 
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however, the A,‘s are nested, this homogeneous set must be in each A,, that is, 
in QK . Thus, as B and F were arbitrary, QK is 2-homogenized. Now why is QK 
maximal? Simply because, as can be immediately verified by induction, any 
2-homogenized collection of stationary subsets of K is a subset of each A, . 
To complete the proof of Theorem 2, then, we simply build Q, within our 
model M having a normal M-ultrafilter on K and show that QK is nonempty. 
So suppose there exists a normal M-ultrafilter G on K. Then if QKnf denotes QK 
in the sense of M we will show that G C QKnr. We show by induction on 
a: < (2K)+M that G C Ama*: 
01 = 0: Is every member of G stationary? Well suppose M + “B is a 
closed unbounded subset of K.” Then letf: K -+ K be given byf(ol) = u (B na). 
Clearly f~ M and if B $ G then {a If(a) < U} E G. By normality, 
{a I f(a) = 4 E G f or some ~a and this is clearly a contradiction. Thus closed 
unbounded subsets of M are in G and so each member of G is in As”. 
Suppose h is a limit ordinal and G C A,” for every /3 < h. Then clearly 
G C A,” and so to complete our proof we need only show that G C A,” implies 
G C A;il . But this would follow if we could show that given any set B in G 
and partition F: [B]2 + 2 there exists a C in G homogeneous for F. Our proof 
here is to follow the usual tree proof for the existence of homogeneous sets 
(see Ref. [2] pp. 375-377) but here using the following 
LEMMA 3. Assume 5 = (K, <T) is a given tree on K in M such that M 
satisfies “Y has size K and all levels of .7 have size less than K,” such that any a: 
in F has height at most m, and such that for every &nit h < I, every path of 
length X in 7 has at most one immediate successor in 9. Then there exists a path 
through .F in G. 
Proof of Lemma 3. For each CL < K let S, = {p / 01 < &) and P, = 
{@ 1 fi < TV}. Let (T,) be a flip of (SJ such that the diagonal intersection D 
of (T,) is in G. Let E be the set of those 01 sitting on limit levels of Y such 
that P, C 01. By normality, E E G. 
CLAIM. If OL E D n E then T, = S, . 
Proof. Suppose 01 ED n E. As 01 ED, OL E n,,a To and so, as 01 E E, 
(Y E (JBEP T, . Thus, j3 E P, implies T, = Se . But as LY is the unique successor 
of the pith P, , nBEP, S,rS,andsoasTUnn,,aTB# @,S,=T,. 0 
By the claim, D n E is our desired path in G, for if 01 E /?, cy, /3 E D n E, 
thenpET,=S,andsool<,p. q 
By this lemma and the usual tree proof of the existence of homogeneous 
sets it is clear that for any B in G and partition F: [B12 - 2 there exists a C 
in G homogeneous for F. This was all we needed to show G _C ABM * G C Ar+l 
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and so we have completed the inductive proof showing G C QKlif, Thus 
QKM # o and our theorem is proved. q 
It is important to note two things at this point. First of all the argument 
given above to show Qtinf nonempty assuming the existence of a normal 
M-ultrafilter on K in fact shows (after a very minor modification) that any 
normal M-ultrafilter G on K is contained in the maximal collection (Qy)“’ 
of stationary subsets of K which is n-homogenized for each n. Rut by the proof 
of our theorem it is clear that Qk )‘I is precisely the collection of those subsets 
of Mwhich can have measure 1 in some normal M-ultrafilter on K and so we may 
conclude that Q, equals Q,‘w. As such Q,< is fz-homogenized for each n < W. 
The second point to note is that one can give a new proof of Kunen’s theorem 
(Theorem 1 above) in a way similar to our proof of Theorem 2. Things here 
are actually simpler since our forcing conditions are now just size K subsets 
of K and Lemma 1 can be replaced with a much easier flipping lemma. See 
Ref. [I] for the proof here. 
We wish to close with two theorems which characterize the size of completely 
ineffable cardinals. 
THEOREM 3. There exists a completely ineflable cardinal less than the least y  
satisf-Ying y  --f (0~)~“. 
THEOREM 4. Any complete[y ineflable is rr,‘-indescribable for every n < w 
vet the least completely ineffable is A12-describable. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Suppose y  satisfies y  + (w)<w. Let 01~ , 01~ ,... be on 
w-sequence of indiscernibles for the structure (R(y), E) and let (M, 6:) be the 
(countable) elementary substructure of (II(y), C) generated by these indis- 
cernibles. Then the map which sends any indiscernible 01~ to the next larger 
indiscernible ai,-1 extends uniquely to a well-defined elementary monomorphism 
j of (n/r, 6) into itself. Let K be the least ordinal of M moved by j. Then it is 
routine to check that {A _C K 1 K E~(A)J\ is a normal M-ultrafilter on IC and hence 
by Theorem 2 it follows that K is completely ineffable. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4. \\‘e begin with a lemma. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose QZK is as above and B E Q, . Then given any sequence 
of sets .4, , A, _C R(a), f  or a: in B, there exists a set C C R(K) such that {a~ 1 R(E) f~ 
c = ,4,] E Q, . 
Proof of Lemma 4. Define a partition F: [B13 --f 3 as follows: 
if -d, = d, fJ R(B) 
F(@, A ~14 =n 
if A, f  A, n I?(P) 
but Js n R(a) = -4, n R(N) 
otherwise. 
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Then since QK is 3-homogenized there exists a set B' in QK which is homo- 
geneous for F. Since completely ineffables are strongly inaccessible a simple 
counting argument tells us that F"[B'13 f (2). Furthermore, as the closure 
of B' intersects the stationary set B' we have F"[B'13 # (1). Thus F"[B'13 = (0) 
and so let C =df (J {A, / a! E B'}. Then clearly for 01 in B', C n R(a) = A, . q 
Now to see that our completely ineffable cardinal K is rr,l indescribable, 
suppose VX, 3X, ... 9 is a 7r n1 formula true in R(K), and suppose that 
vxl 3x2 .. . F is false in each R{(Y) f or a! < K. We will get a contradiction. 
As VXl 3X, *.. rp is false in each R(cu) below R(K), let, for each a < K, A,’ be a 
subset of R(a) such that 
R(a) # 3x, vx3 .*. &41, x2 ) x3 )... ). 
By Lemma 4 let C1 c R(K) b e such that D1 = {/3 1 Cl n I?(@ = AB1} E QK . 
As R(K) + v.& 3x, ... p let C2 CR(K) be such that R(K) + VX3 3X, *.. 
v(C1, C2, Xa , X, ,... ). Since, now, VX, 3X, ..* q(Cl, C2, Xa , X, ,...) is false in 
each R(a) for 01 in D1 let, for each a~ in Dl, Aa3 be such that R(a) # 3X, VX, ... 
y(A,l, C2 n R(a), Aa3, Xt ,...). Using Lemma 4 again we define C’s (and D3) 
and eventually C, (and DJ, C7 (and 07) etc., until all quantifiers are removed. 
The net effect is that we have a set Da in QK and 15’1 through C” such that 
although R(K) /= cp(P,..., C”), R(a) # q(C1 n R(a),..., C” n R(a)) for each ~11 
in D". But as K is strongly inaccessible, 2 = {a < K 1 R(a) is an elementary 
substructure of R(K)} is closed and unbounded in K and so D*'s being stationary 
tells us that for some OL,, in Dn R(cu,,) < R(K). But this contradicts “R(a,) # 
4p(C1 n R(a),..., Cn n R(a)) and R(K) + y(Cl,..., CL).” Our theorem is thus 
proved. 0 
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